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THE p- INVARIANTS FOR GROUPS

M. A. GUTIERREZ1

Abstract. Given a presentation (P) for a group G, the cobar differentials

d': EqX -» EL,, are invariants of (P). These invariants can be interpreted to

be the Massey coproducts of //„ (G), and, if (P) is the Wirtinger presentation

of a link group, they coincide with the p-invariants of Milnor.

Let G be a group with a finite presentation [4, p. 7]

(P) <x,,...,x„: rx,...,rm)

and T = Z[G] its integral group ring. A natural ring homomorphism e: T -» Z

is defined by e(G) = 1, let K = ker e and Qn(G) = Kn/Kn+X (n = 0,1,...).

The purpose of this note is to define some invariants of the presentation (P)

that allow us to determine whether certain maps Qn(G) -> Qn+\(G) are

monic. This has some interest in determining if Qn (G) stabilizes for large n, as

it is the case with (Zp)m [I], [6].

If G is the fundamental group of the complement of a link /: mSx -» 53 and

(P) is a Wirtinger presentation of G (cf. [5, §3]), then our invariants coincide

with those defined by Milnor.

1. Cobar construction. Let C* be a T-projective resolution of Z. One such

can be found [8] by using (P) by letting
n n

CQ = Te,    C, =  2 Ta,,    C2 =  2 r/?,-,
i=l 7=1

where the a, are in a one-to-one correspondence with the generators of G and

the Bj are in a similar relation with the relators.

The differentials are defined by

d{aj) = (xj - l)e,    and    d(Bj) = 2 (95/9 x,-)<*,-,

where the 9/9x,: G -» T are the derivatives of Fox [2], [5, p. 292].

To compute the homology H^,(G; Z) of G we use the reduced complex

Cq = Cq ®G Z.

Thus C0 = Ze, Cx = 2 Zo,, C^■ = 2 Z/3, and rf(a,-) = 0.

(0) flv^) = 2 (tyoxtfa,.
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Here (d/dxjf is e(8/9x,).
Finally, as in [8, 2.4], a diagonal map D: C2 -» Cx ® Cx can be found, and

(1) D(Bj) = 2 (32?/3x„ 9xh)\ ® «,2.

Naturally, we have only described the two skeleton of C* but for our

purposes that will be enough. Notice that C* has a coalgebra structure given

by the diagonal map.

The cobar construction of C* is a double complex

f     = y C ■ ® • • • ® C

the summation being over all ij > 0 such that 2 '7 = /> + 1- We may define

two differentials

d: F_pq -* F_pq_x,   and   D: F_pq -h> F_p_lq,

induced by d and D, respectively, which make F into a differential bicomplex.

The spectral sequence arising from (either filtration of) F is not convergent

but

Proposition 1 (Stallings). Ep+pxp = Efpp = QP+X(G).

A proof of this was given in [3], [7].

To compute Q+, notice that F_pp is the (p + l)-fold tensor product of Cx.

Write F_pp = TP+XCX, a free abelian group with basis a, ® • • • ® a,- . For

simplicity we write [i0\ ■ ■ ■ \ip] for a,-  ® ■ • • ® a, . Similarly,

F.p>p+X = JQ TkCx ® C2 ® T"~kCx

with elements [/0| • • • \ik\Rj\ik+2\ ■ ■ ■ \i„].

Finally, the differentials ds: ELp+sp_s+x —* Et_pp are given by

ds([i0\---\ik\Rj\ik+2\---\>p-s])

(2) _ /     a^     \°r.
-^){dXri...dxJ^\'--\kh\---kh+2\---\'P.sl

This follows from the definitions (0) and (1).

2. Maps Qi-*Qp+\. Let L be the free group in {xx,... ,x„); then

Qp(L) = TPCX with free (abelian) generators [/j | • • • 1^].

Fix 1 < / < n and 1 < A < p; define U: Qp(L) -* Qp+l(L) by [/j | • • • \ip]
•"* I'll *"' l**-il'l'/cl * "\ip\- ^OT different choices of (/, A), U varies by an
automorphism of Qp+X(L). To fix notation, let us take i = k = 1. Similarly,

for the given presentation (P) let n(jx,... ,jq; /) be (dqr,/dx^ • • • dxj ) .

By §1 there is an epimorphism Qp(L) -* Qp(G) for all/?, whose kernel is the

group generated by the

(3P) 2 j«(/i,...J,;/)[/.l ■■•!*,]     {q<p)

where (ix,... ,ip) is obtained from (jx,... ,jq) by a fixed shuffle of the (jk) with
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a fixed sequence of p - q numbers; i.e., the (ix,...,ip) are of the form

("l > • • •. %J\ >%+l>---> % >J2> • • •' Vi J1' Vi+ 1 >•••'%)

for fixed vk and fixed A0, ..., kq (and varying j).

This is the essence of Proposition 1 and formula (2).

Lemma 2. U: Qp{L) -» e„+1(L) //JtfWa$ a map U: Qp(G) -> 0^,(0).

Proof. Let

/? = u(^p(jx,...jq;i)[ix\---\ip]) = 2p0i,...J?;/)[i|'il---l'p]-

Since (1, i\,..., L) is a fixed shuffle of jx, ... ,jq and p — q + I fixed numbers,

/? = 0 in Qp+\(G), and we are done.

Define now Q^iG) to be the quotient of Qp+\(L) by the relations

2 p(jx,... ,jqI l)\j0\ ■ • • \ipl q <P- Notice that U maps through Qp$x (G);
further

Lemma 3. The induced map U': Qp(G) -> £J£\(G) is won/c.

Proof. Let (i0,... , i') be a fixed shuffle j of jx, ... ,jq and p — q + 1

numbers pt. Then, if ^ c(ix,... ,ip)[ix\ ■ ■-\ip] is in ker £/', coefficients

A>,,... ,vp_q+x) = A,(»<<.) exist, such that, in £>,+,(£),

2 <ih.jp)[i|'il---|jp] = 2 \(v)pij\,...,jq;i)[i'ti\---\i'p\.
s,v,f

Since (2p+i(F) is free, if s is such that z'0 =j\,\{v) = 0. The same

conclusion holds if i'0 = vx ¥= 1, so 2 d}\.<p)[l|'i I"' * \'P] must be a linear

combination of the 2 p(j\, ■ ■ ■ Jq\ Ot'l'i I *'" \>'P\ which means ker U' = 0.
Finally QpP)\(G) maps onto Qp+\(b) and the kernel is generated by the

2 p(JQ,---Jp\l)[Jo\---\jpl
Define A(/0,... ,jp) to be the ideal generated by the p(kx ,...,k„;l) where

(A,,..., kq) is a proper subsequence of (J0,... ,jp). Finally, let pO0, ...,jp;l)

be p(j0, ...Jp-J) mod A(y0,... ,jp).

Theorem 4. U: Qp(G) -> Qp+ x {G) is monk iff the p( 1 ,jx,... ,jp; I) are zero.

Proof. If 2 c(ix,... ,ip)[l|ii| • • • \ip] is (in QP+X(L)) a linear combination of

the elements (3, (p + 1)), we may assume that such a linear combination is of

the form 2/,y "iP{fo' • ■ ■ Jp'> OL/ol ''' \jp]> in yiew 0I Lemma 3. Once again j0
must be 1.

If, on the other hand, 2 c(i)[ix | ••• |/p] is zero in Qp(G), then, for all

ah p(l,jx,... ,jp; /) is a linear combination of the p(A].k„; t),

Remark. If we change (i, A) in the definition of U: Qp{L) -» Qp+\{L), the
required theorem will be about the p(jx,... ,jk_x, i,jk,... ,j ).

3. Invariance of the p. As in [5, Theorem 5] we try to determine just how

dependent the p are from a presentation (P).

First notice that if IJG is the lower central series of G [4, 5.3] and G/Tp+X G

has a presentation <x,,... ,x„: rx,... ,rm, Tp+X L = 1>, G and G/Tp+X G have

the same p(jx,... ,jp; I )-invariants.
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Proposition 5. The residue classes Ji(jx,... Jp,l) are not altered by the

following changes in (P):

(i) change some x{ by a conjugate,

(ii) change some tj by a conjugate,

(iii) multiply any /; by elements in Tp+X L.

This follows as in [5, (12)—(20)]. In general, however, the p depend on (P)

modulo changes (i) and (ii).2

Let mSx be the disjoint union of m circles Sx, S2, ..., Sm; a link is a

polygonal embedding /: mSx —> S3. If T, is S, X Z>2, we can extend / to an

embedding of Tx + ■ ■ • + Tm -» S3. Let X be the closure of S3 - U Tt, a

compact 3-manifold with boundary Sx X Sx + ■ ■ • + Sm X Sx. In w = irx(X),

the images of the St are called the meridians /t(. The images of the z,

X Sx (z, G Sj) are the longitudes \. The pairs (ft,,A,) are determined up to

simultaneous conjugation.

Associated to any projection / we can find a Wirtinger presentation of tt from

which we can extract invariants, p. Actually, for invariants p(j'i,.. .,jp,l) all

we need is ir/Tp+xtr. In [5], Milnor proves

Lemma 6. // / is a link and it is the fundamental group of X, we may alter a

given Wirtinger presentation of tt by changes (i), (ii), (iii) so that ir/T +xtt has a

presentation (jix,. ..,pm: [/j,,-, \}p'] = 1, Tp+X F = 1), where the jw( are the merid-

ians, \)p' are certain longitudes, and F is the free group in the ju,,.

If ij = [iij,X{jP)l ds: E^ Els becomes

ds(Bj) = 2 //(*!. ■ • • .*,; ')([<IA, | • • • \ks] - [A, | • • • |*,|,-])

where n'(kx,..., ks; i) = (^X^/dji^- ■ ■ 3^)°; in other words, jLt(A,,..., ks; /')

= pii,kx,... ,ks_x; ks). Consequently A(kx,...,ks) is obtained from the

/i(Ai,... ,ks) by deleting one index and cyclically permuting the rest, i.e.

Proposition 7. The p - invariants for links are the obstruction for U: Qs(tr)

—> Qs+x(tt) to be monk.

Theorem 8. The p - invariants of a Wirtinger presentation of a link are

independent of the isotopy type of the link [5].

4. Some applications.

I. Zp . This group can be presented by (xx,... ,xm: xf = l,[jt|,jci] = 1);

to label things right let ij = xf (i = 1,..., m) and for /' > m let r{ = [xj,xk]

for some/,A. Then, for ; < m,

. f 0     if some j # /',

M7l'--"y?;') = lQ   if ally = 1   (cf.[2]).

For i > m, p:(jx,... ,jq; i) = 0 unless j and A occur both in the following

order: aj's, (q — a - 1) A's k,j or j, k. In those cases /t = (—1)'.

So if q is large, p = 0 and Qn(Z™) C Qn+x(Z^) for all n large. But recall

[1,1]

2 Notice that the A(i|,... ,ip) are independent of (P).
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Proposition 9. // G is a finite group of order d and ep is the exponent of the

p-primary component of Qx (G), then

<wo)c(?£>f-

Corollary. For G = Z™, Qn(G) is stationary.

Proof. It follows from Proposition 9 and the fact that Q„(G) G Qm+X(G)

for large n.

This is a well-known result of Passi [6]. A similar result holds for the free

product of m copies of Z .

II. Kunneth formulas. If Tor(/Y, GX,H2G2) = 0 we prove in [3] that

Qn(Gx X G2) = 2 Qx(Gx) ® Qn-i(G2);

this is no longer true if Tor(Hx(Gx),Hx(Gt)) ¥= 0.

Suppose G, has a preabelian presentation [4, p. 140]

(4) (xiX,..., xir.: XjfJXjj, Zjk >,

where Xy and Zik are in the commutator subgroup of the free group in the

Xjj   (j = l,...,«,;z = 1,2).

If dxx = d2x (for example) then the extra relations occurring in Qn(GxX Gx)

can be found as follows. Let BiX be the relation xfxXjX; then a = xxx ® R2X

+ Blx ® x2X is a generator of Tor (HX(GX),HX(G2)). Under the/>th differential

we obtain

dp(o) = 2 ith, ■ ..,/>; i)[i|/, I • • • \ip] + 2 /X/i, • ■ • j>; OLA I ■ ■ • |y>|i],

where the ii(ix,... ,ip;l) refer to the relations of G2 and the /t(/,,... ,jp; I) to

those of G..
Clearly

Theorem. Ler G, be a group (i = 1,2) presented as in (4). If for j = 1, ..., r,

dXj = d2j, and if for p > p0,

p(/'.,.. .,ip;k) = pO',, .. .,jp;k) = 0,    A = 1, ..., r,

then Qp(Gx X G2) £ (2p+i(Gi X G2) wa t/. /« particular, if both G, are finite

QP{G\ X G2) a Qp+KG, X G2)/or /arge^.

Corollary. 7/G u a finite abelian group Q„(G) =a Qn+x(G)for large n.
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